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GOOD MORNING! 

Welcome to the Thursday Issue 
of Your BetFan Sport Fix. 

Your free daily tips are now available 
and today they’re courtesy of BetFan’s 
Best of The Best, Bets of The Day, 
Lucky 7 Naps and Golf Genie.


CLICK HERE they are ready and 
waiting for you and we wish you the 
best of luck with all todays sports 
betting.


Catch you again tomorrow morning.


Yours In Sport,


The BetFan Group
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Fleetwood Has the Profile To Win This Week By Ian Hudson


The CIMB Classic in Malaysia is the second tournament on the 2017-18 US PGA Tour 
schedule and usually attracts an average field due to the timing and location. This 
year’s renewal features the player currently third in the world rankings and the winner 
of the FedEx Cup. Hideki Matsuyama and Justin Thomas are playing this week and 
the latter is the player to beat. On the European Tour Francesco Molinari is playing in 
the Italian Open, a tournament he won in 2006 and 2016. 


Thomas has had five victories in 2017 including his major at the PGA Championship. 
He broke 70 in the final round each time he won which is the mark of a potentially 
great player. His winning margin was at least two shots on all five occasions. Thomas 
also recorded a career best of 59 in the Sony Open, a tournament he won. He was the 
Player of the Year in the States and looks a worthy favourite this week. Thomas is 
above average in length off the tee and scores well in the accuracy disciplines. That 
means he has an excellent all-round game with hardly a weakness. 


The selection is the main tip of the week with Golf Rater. This is WIN’s dedicated golf 
service that has produced a return on investment of over 14% since proofing began 
at the start of the year. Subscribers have enjoyed several winners including Jordan 
Spieth at 16/1 in the Open Championship. You can get all the best golf bets until 
the end of the season at a one-off price of £14.97: CLICK HERE!  


The CIMB Classic is being played at TPC Kuala Lumpur so heat and humidity will be a 
factor. At less than 7,000 yards the course is short by modern standards and has a 
par of 72. The 18 holes put a premium on accuracy over distance and the key skills 
for good scoring are driving accuracy, finding greens in regulation and putting 
average. Thomas clearly has a game suited to conditions because he has won the 
tournament in the last two years. His second place finish at the Tour Championship 
clinched the FedEx Cup on his latest start. The three-peat is on the cards this week.


Ian Poulter has been through a dip in form and injury. The petrol tank of confidence is 
slowly filling up and he can have another good week on a course suited to his game. 
He played in the event for the first time last year and posted a top 20 finish. Poulter 
was tied 11th in the British Masters two weeks ago and that was one of his six top 
25s in his last eight starts. Winning this week may be beyond Poulter but he can make 
the payout places and should be backed with bookies who settle bets down to 7th 
place.  


The Italian Open on the European Tour has also attracted some big names. Jon Rahm 
is at number five in the world rankings, Sergio Garcia Masters is the current Masters 
champion and Tyrrell Hatton defended in the Alfred Dunhill Links Championship last 
week. The Italian Open is part of the Rolex Series which is the premium tournament 
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category and features eight events each carrying a generous prize fund hence the 
quality of the field. Francesco Molinari is the defending champion and also plays.


Molinari is of 10 multiple winners of the Italian Open and has a great chance to 
become the first 3 time winner since 1955. He is a fairways and greens machine who 
is ideally suited to this week’s host course in Milan. That means both events in the 
States and Europe can be won by the current champions and that is a rare 
occurrence. Thomas and Molinari can go back to back this week in Malaysia and Italy. 


Click Here To Join The Golf Rater 

Money On-Line – Is It Real?  By Eddie Lloyd


I wanted to talk today about the concept of betting on-line and how we need to 
approach it differently to betting on course or in the shops. The problem with having 
money in a betting account on-line is it becomes almost unreal. It’s all very well 
seeing a balance that says £100 but it’s not really there in front of us and because we 
may lose an emotional attachment to it we may have the tendency to gamble it all 
away.


If you walk into a shop on the other hand and you have £100 in your pocket, you may 
have two £20 bets but because you are going to the pub afterwards you’ll keep the 
£60 and move on. That’s because you have it there as a tangible source of cash.


Can you see the difference?


The mind-set is completely different when using an on-line account.


This is where we need to, in order to make our betting more successful, reattach our 
emotional connection with our online betting account.


When I first started out I used to, when I’d reached a certain goal of let’s say for 
example a £100 in profits, withdraw £15 and treat myself to a CD (it would be a 
download now!). That way I had something tangible to show for my profits and it 
made me view my online balance in a different way. As my betting grew and I became 
more successful, that, something tangible would become a holiday!


Nothing better than sitting in the sun after it’s been paid for by the bookies!


So remember, when you’ve had a good winner and your balance increases, that is 
REAL money and you need to pull it out and treat yourself. It may only take a few 
times but you’ll be amazed at how much you’ll view your betting balance and treat it 
as real money. It’ll also stop you having the tendency to gamble your money and as a 
result, you’ll be utilizing one of the many useful skills it takes to be a profitable bettor.
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Portugal Look Better Value Than England By Rick Elliott


The dust has now settled on World Cup qualifying and in ante post betting for the 
finals in Russia next summer Portugal are the same price as England to become 
soccer champions of the world. To win the World Cup you need a talisman, one player 
that dominates the side and is a world class performer. Step forward Cristiano 
Ronaldo who inspired Portugal to win the European Championship finals in 2016. 


England will continue to produce turgid football while four things are not right: players, 
manager, performance and format. It’s all very well winning a forgiving group with dyer 
efforts but it’s then impossible to suddenly go up a level and become genuine 
contenders in the finals. If something happens to Harry Kane its curtains.


I suppose the same could be said of Ronaldo and Portugal. However, they have had a 
decent qualifying campaign and there are some young players coming through to 
share the load. Ronaldo went off injured early in the final of Euro 2016 and his 
presence on the sidelines inspired his country to 1-0 win against hosts France.  
PORTUGAL are a good bet at 20/1 with William Hill to win the World Cup. 


There are four race meetings in Britain today offering a total of £191,000 in prize 
money over 30 races. That works out at an average of £6,700 each race which is 
derisory when you consider how much it costs to own and run a race horse. The 
funding of British racing requires an overhaul but things will get worse before better if 
the maximum stake on Fixed Odds Betting Terminals is slashed to £2. There must be 
a compromise to reduce the current maximum from £100 but not to a nominal figure 
so perhaps £25 would satisfy both parties.


The most lucrative meeting of the day is on the All Weather at Chelmsford City 
tonight. There is an interesting conditions race (7.15) in which Red Verdon has the 
best form. The horse was not totally outclassed in Group 1 company last season and 
that makes him the form pick. There have been some disappointing efforts this 
season but RED VERDON can bounce back and win at Chelmsford. (11/2 with 
Ladbrokes) 
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